
Chapter 6

NERVES, BRAIN, AND THE SPEECH CHAIN

•Theories of Hearing

•Brain Anatomy & Physiology

•Measurements

•Theoretical Development and Applications



Theories of Hearing
 OHM’S ACOUSTICAL LAW

The auditory mechanism analyzes (decomposes) such a sound 
wave into its sinusoidal components

 We can perceive each of the components separately, even though 
we ordinarily are not aware of this

 Hermann von Helmholtz: RESONANCE THEORY
The basilar membrane contained a large array of fibers stretched 

across the cochlea like strings or wires on a piano
Each was “tuned” to resonate at a particular frequency, depending 

on its tension and weight
 William Rutherford: Telephone Theory

All hair cells of the cochlea can be stimulated by all sounds of all 
frequencies, sinusoidal or complex

The auditory nerve (VIIIth Cranial) transmitted those electrical 
signals UNCHANGED to the auditory cortex.



Theories of Hearing (Cont’d)
 PLACE THEORY
von Bekesy’s visual observations of the basilar 

membrane contributed greatly to development of a 
modern place theory.

Tonotopic organization: The locus of maximum 
vibration of the BM depends on stimulus frequency. 
For high frequencies, maximum vibration is more basal 
toward the round window. For low frequencies, 
maximum vibration is more apical toward the 
helicotrema.  Hair cells are deformed by movement of 
the BM Those deformations produce pulses in the 
nerve fibers to which those hair cells are connected



 What about loudness?
 Apparently related to the total number of 

pulses reaching auditory areas of the brain 
Thus, the more intense the stimulus, the larger will be 

the number of pulses triggered in the cochlea and then 
transmitted to the brain

 In all likelihood, loudness is determined by the rate of 
discharge of a large number of fibers rather than just the 
firing rate for a single fiber

Theories of Hearing (Cont’d)



Auditory Fatigue

 Present listener with intense stimulation 
for long periods of time
Result is AUDITORY FATIGUE
Not a case of masking, but a loss in hearing sensitivity

 The effect may be only temporary -- A 
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT
Analogous in vision to leaving a bright place and 

entering a dark theater -- several minutes may be 
required before visual sensitivity returns to normal



 What if noise persists too long or is too 
intense?

 A PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT (PTS)
 What are the implications for working, 

playing, or even doing nothing in very 
noisy conditions?

 What kind of protection can you envision?

Auditory Fatigue (Cont’d)



Noise-Induced Hearing Loss 
(Cont’d)

 What is the nature of the damage in acoustic trauma? 

Possibilities include:
physical dislodging of hair cells
changes in cochlear blood supply
loss of outer hair cells
rupture of Reissner’s membrane



Noise-Induced Hearing Loss:  
OSHA Guidelines

 Recommended exposure 
limit: 85 dBA for an 8-hr. day

 The exposure time should be 
halved for each 5 dB in 
excess of 85 dBA: 
e.g., 4 hr. for 90 dBA, 
2 hr. for 95 dBA, etc.

 Use of hearing protectors is not 
mandatory; failure to be 
prudent is frankly nothing short 
of stupidity





 If the vocal folds start vibrating prior to, 
simultaneous with, or just after the plosive 
release -- we hear /b/ 

 If vocal fold vibration is delayed by as little as 
30 ms or so -- we hear /p/

 To approach a modicum of understanding of 
how the brain works for the speech chain, we 
will seek to learn something about the anatomy 
and physiology of both the peripheral and 
central nervous systems

Simple case: /b/ and /p/



The Nervous System

autonomous Sensory-
somatic

12 cranial nerves

31 spinal nerves

heart 
lungs 
viscera 
glands 



Three Divisions of the Brain
Hindbrain--Midbrain--Forebrain



 Hindbrain
 Medulla oblongata: control heartbeat, blood 

pressure, breathing, etc.
 Pons coordination of articulatory muscles and 

maintenance of respiratory rhythm 
 Cerebellum coordinate motor impulses to produce 

smoothly flowing movements
 Midbrain
 Connecting link between hindbrain and forebrain
 regulating and coordinating movements

 FOREBRAIN
THALAMUS -- relay and integration for sensory information
HYPOTHALAMUS -- influence and control visceral activities, 

sleep, body temperature
CEREBRUM



The Cortex

 The CEREBRAL CORTEX refers to a large 
concentration of neurons in the convoluted 
surface area of the cerebrum
Convolutions are called GYRI
Depressions are called SULCI

 Those neurons -- plus some other cells --
compose the brain’s gray matter

 Hollow spaces exist within cerebral 
hemispheres -- the VENTRICLES -- which are 
confluent with canal of spinal cord
 Contents are the cerebrospinal fluid





The Brain Stem

 Instead of division by hindbrain, midbrain, 
and forebrain,

 The term “BRAIN STEM” is used to refer to 
the collection of selected structures from 
all three
Contains nuclei for CRANIAL NERVES
Associated with special senses (of    

particular importance, hearing and 
vision)



 Peripheral Nervous System
 Bundle of nerve fibers that links CNS with all parts 

of body
 Bundles are NERVES, containing thousands 

of AXONS
Sensory (afferent) are responsible for transmitting 

impulses initiated by external stimuli
Motor (efferent)   are responsible for transmitting 

impulses to produce muscular movements or to 
control activity of organs



Behavioral Level

System Level

Local Circuit Level

Single Neuron Level

Genetic Level

Neuroscience Research



The Neuron



 Figure 6.1 shows anatomy of a typical neuron 
CELL BODY, with NUCLEUS
AXON -- an EFFERENT fiber to conduct impulses 

away from CELL BODY that terminates in the 
TERMINAL ARBOR -- may be as long as several feet

DENDRITE -- an AFFERENT fiber to conduct impulses 
toward the CELL BODY

 The neural impulse is an electro-chemical wave.
AXON must be stimulated to its THRESHOLD, and it 

then fires at full capacity regardless of magnitude of 
stimulation (All-or-None Principle)

If magnitude of stimulation is high,the frequency of 
AXON firing is increased, but not the amplitude of 
each impulse.



 A NERVE is a bundle of neurons, each of which fires 
independently 

 Auditory nerve is a bundle of about 30,000 neurons
(3x104)

 Axons coated with MYELIN SHEATH -- a fatty substance 
that is an electrical insulator;  the whitish appearance 
accounts for the WHITE MATTER of the nervous system

 Sheath in many fibers is interrupted at intervals by 
NODES OF RANVIER -- at the nodes the axon membrane 
is exposed -- and these fibers permit increased speed of 
propagation

 Unlike axons, CELL BODIES AND DENDRITES do not 
have myelin sheath -- because of their grayish 
appearance, they account for the GRAY MATTER of the 
nervous system



Signals in the Nervous System



 The SYNAPSE is the juncture of neurons -- conduction 
between neurons involves release of chemicals at the 
synapse
The chemicals bridge the small space (the synaptic 

cleft) between two neurons
We have as many as 1 trillion (1012) synapses
Synapses permit impulse travel to be unidirectional

 Two types  of SYNAPTIC JUNCTIONS
 EXCITATORY -- pulse arrives and makes neuron fire
 INHIBITORY -- pulse arrives and tends to prevent next 

neuron from firing

The Synapse



 3 lbs (1360 grams) 
 1.5 quarts 
 Billions of NEURONs
 103 to 105 connections 

for each neuron

The adult brain The infant brain
•20 weeks of gestation 
100g 
• Birth 400 g 
• 18 months old 800 g 
• 3 years old 1100 g



Human 
Brain 

at Birth
6 Years 

Old
14 Years 

Old



From Thought to Speech

 We emphasized earlier the carefully controlled, 
intricate timing of respiratory, phonatory, and 
articulatory muscles that is required to produce 
“effortless” speech -- a complex motor activity

 What else is involved?
Knowledge of the “language code” by which words can 

be associated with objects and concepts
Knowledge of syntax and semantics
Interaction of stored information and voluntary 

conscious activity



From Thought to Speech (Cont’d)
What are the Modes of Inquiry?

 Structural anatomy: animal and human post-mortem 
dissection

 Nervous sytem function:
 Insert electrodes in a particular place -- observe neuronal activity 

in response to some form of stimulation; the intent is to produce a 
“brain map” for certain functions (hearing, vision, etc.)

 In animals, remove or destroy parts of brain, or sever connecting 
cables -- observe changes in response to stimulation

 In humans, conventional EEG with external electrodes at points on 
surface of head -- non-invasive, efficient, but gross measure

Humans as “nature’s laboratory” in which damage to the brain is 
caused (modern weapons, mind-altering drugs, etc.)

Structural and functional brain imaging



Broca’s Aphasia

 Broca (1865) described patients who displayed 
halting, agrammatic speech
Content words were well preserved
Function words (i.e., articles) impaired

 Brain tumor in Left frontal brain region



Wernicke’s Aphasia

 Wernicke (1874) described patients whose speech is 
fluent, but has no informational value
Neologisms
Preserved function words, impaired content words
Comprehension impaired
Even simple sentences not well understood
Associated with left temporal lobe damage



Lichtheim/Geschwind Model

Conduction Aphasia

Concepts

Motor word
Comprehension

Auditory word
Comprehension

Speech motor output Auditory input

Association Cortex

Ventral prefrontal
cortex

Arcuate
Fasciculus

Posterior Temporal
Cortex



Double dissociation
 Patient with lesion in brain region A 

performs well on Task X and poorly on 
Task Y

 Patient with lesion in brain region B 
performs well on Task Y but poorly on 
Task X

 Inferences: 
Brain region A mediates Task X; 
Brain region B mediates Task Y.



Behavioral Method: 
Dichotic Listening

 Kimura (1961) “Right ear advantage” for speech implied 
functional hemispheric specialization

 Subjects are presented with different auditory stimuli in 
the the left and right ears and are asked to identify what 
they hear

 Subjects (by 4-1) are more likely to report linguistic 
stimuli when it is presented to the right ear than than to 
the left. A consequence of extra time it takes  to move 
information  about left-ear input  the right “language” 
hemisphere

 Left ear advantage for melody recognition and bird song



2: consuming oxygen ==> 
supplying oxygen by blood==>
increment of oxygen level ==> 
magnetic environment change ==>
detecting it as fMRI/PET/etc signals

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLORKtkf2n8

NeuroImaging Method

1: producing electromagnetic field ==> 
detecting it by SQUID as MEG signal 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYJW-J_IcC4
detecting it by electrode as EEG signal

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKVv6v-Hd0A



Metabolic Activity
• Glucose consumption
• Oxygen consumption

Physiological Correlates of Brain Activity

Neuronal Electrical Activity

– Action Potential

– Post-synaptic potential

– Excitatory

– Inhibitory 

Electrophysiology
• EEG
• MEG (Biomagnetism)

FDG PET 

Autoradiography

H2
15O PET

NIRS
Optical Imaging

fMRI
Hemodynamic Activity
• Blood flow volume
• Blood oxygenation



 The forward problem
Measurability: Signal to noise ratio 
Variables: what can be manipulated and what 

can’t be?
 The inverse problem 
Unlimited modeling constraints 
Lack of structural information

Two Outstanding Problems



Research Topic:
Hemispheric Specialization

 Method 1: The WADA TEST  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBbilBZ46Eg
 Inject carotid artery on one side of neck with sodium amytal

That artery conducts blood supply to the brain
Sodium amytal temporarily disrupts function to the side 

injected
Patient is asked to count, name pictures, answer questions, etc.

Repeat procedure on other side

Brenda Milner (McGill University)
• 96% of 140 right-handed people: LEFT SIDE OF BRAIN IS  
DOMINANT FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE

• 70% of 122 left-handed people: LEFT SIDE OF BRAIN IS 
DOMINANT FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE; 

• For nonspeech acoustic signals, the RIGHT SIDE OF BRAIN IS  
DOMINANT FOR MOST INDIVIDUALS



 Example: Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHLBcCv4rqk
 Observe activity of brain with non-invasive 

techniques
 Three-dimensional images are generated 

that reveal metabolic activity throughout 
the brain

 Critical Assumption:  areas with high 
metabolic activity are participating in 
mental activity associated with task being 
performed

Method 2: Functional Imaging



 Dichotic Listening (Non-invasive, but does it 
reveal what is claimed?)

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCIuZGsSmlI
 Present two messages to listener 

simultaneously, one to the LE and one to the 
RE -- listener attempts to report both messages

 The commonly observed finding (for about 35 
years) -- most listeners obtain higher 
scores for the message presented to the RE

Method 3: Dichotic listening test



 Split-brain studies:  The two cerebral hemispheres are 
separated surgically by sectioning of the corpus 
callosum to control severe epilepsy (Sperry and 
Gazzaniga, 1967)

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCv4K5aStdU

 Under most circumstances, patient experiences no impairment
 Must then perform certain tests to stimulate one hemisphere only

Method 4: Split-brain study



 The score for 
messages 
presented to LE 
are near 0%
 Why?

 The score for 
messages 
presented to RE 
are near 100%
 Why?

Split brain research

AuditoryLinguistic

LH RH

Auditory



//
OOPS!

WOW!

LE RE



Chapter 7

THE ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF SPEECH

1. Intensity patterns
2. Frequency patterns

3. Intensity and frequency changes over time



1. Long-term average spectrum

• Speech energy extends 
from approximately 50 
Hz to about 10 kHz, with 
most of the energy lying 
at 100-600 Hz

•Above about 500 Hz, the 
intensity decreases at a 
rate of about 12 dB/octave



Intensity Hierarchy: 
vowels > approximants > nasals > strident > 
fricatives > stops > nonstrident fricatives

The ratio of the intensity of the most intense 
phoneme /a/ to the intensity of the least intense 
phoneme /θ/, is about 700:1 (dB = 10 log 700)

Intensity: The DYNAMIC RANGE



Functions of Intensity Variations

-Linguistic
Stress
Prosody
Segmentation

-Nonlinguistic
attention-arousal
emotion
expressiveness



2. Articulation and Acoustic Space

The frequency of F1 varies inversely with tongue height.
The frequency of F2 varies inversely with tongue backness. 



Vocal Tract Configuration

Formant Frequency Configuration



Speech Variability





3. The Sound Spectrograph



Spectrograms: Monophthongs
vs. Diphthongs



The utterance is “Never touch a snake with your 
bare hands”. Can you determine the word 
boundaries by looking at the spectrogram?

What Spectrograms Show Us



Praat Videos

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gg4IHbiITd0

 Measuring Formant
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toxrcVtlJeQ

 Measuring VOT
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZMeCEzq2jc



Chapter 8

SPEECH PERCEPTION
1. Acoustic Variability & Perceptual 
Constancy

-Vowel perception
-Consonant perception

2. Intelligibility Test
3. Phenomena and Theories 

-Categorical perception
-Perceptual magnet effect



1. Units of spoken language

English phonemes:
Vowels:

consonants:



The Perception of Vowels
 Different vowels are produced by 

different modifications of the glottal 
source waveform --the modifications 
are produced by the different vocal 
tract resonances

 Naturally spoken vowels have as 
many as four-to-six formants
 F1,2,3 are sufficient for excellent vowel 

identification
 F1,2 produce good vowel perception



a) high front vowel 
/i/:
 low F1
 high F2

b) low front vowel 
/ae/:
 high F1
 lower F2



a) high back vowel 
/u/:
 low F1
 low F2

b) low back vowel /
/:
 high F1
 low F2



The Perception of 
Consonants

 Recall production of a plosive
 Block vocal tract
 Stop air flow
 Suddenly release the built-up air pressure
In natural speech, the source of the plosive 

burst is the narrow opening as the closure for a 
plosive is released

When heard alone, a listener hears only noise



Sound sources for consonants
 Voiced source

vocal fold vibration 
 vowels, glides, nasals 

 Turbulent source
 turbulent airflow

 fricative consonants (e.g. “fish”)
 Transient source

 release of pressure build-up
 stop consonants (e.g. “pea”)

 Combined sources
voiced + turbulent (e.g. “zoo”)
voiced + turbulent + transient (e.g. “judge”)
 turbulent + transient (e.g. “chop”)



Consonant characteristics

 Source(s) + Vocal Tract Constriction

 Described in terms of: 
the place of the constriction 

where along the vocal tract
manner of  the constriction 

narrow? complete closure?
presence or absence of voicing

 Acoustic cues for consonants often overlap with cues 
for vowels (coarticulation)



Perception of Plosive 
Consonants



Context Effect

 However, the target 
frequency for each of 
the three plosives 
varied somewhat with 
the formant pattern of 
the vowel that followed.

 Why?
 In general, the best 

target frequencies were 
3000 Hz for a velar, 
1800 Hz for an alveolar, 
and about 700 Hz for a 
bilabial



The Perception of Fricative 
Consonants

 From a production standpoint, we create a 
fricative by forcing air through a narrow 
constriction in the vocal tract.
 /s/ is distinguishable from /ʃ/ by spectral differences

 /s/ --- most energy is at 4 kHz and above
 / ʃ/ --- most energy is in the 2-3 kHz region

The less intense /f/ and / / are distinguishable in large 
part by characteristics of the second formant transition 
of the adjacent vowel



The Perception of Fricative 
Consonants (Cont’d)

 Duration also plays a role in perception of fricatives as a 
class

 Record the utterance “see” (/si/)
Then, reduce the duration of the fricative to about 10 ms
The perception changes to “tee” (/ti/)

 Another processing game
Record the utterance “peace” (/pis/)
 Insert a brief silent interval of about 30 ms or so just after 

the beginning of the fricative
The perception changes to “peats” (/pits/)

Can you explain why?



The Perception of Nasal 
Consonants

 The place of articulation, hence the 
target frequency for the F2 
transition, is the same as for the 
corresponding plosive stop: /m/ for 
/b,p/; /n/ for /d,t/; /   / for /g,k/

 By coupling the oral and nasal 
cavities, we lower the intensity of 
the oral resonances (considerable 
sound energy is absorbed by the 
soft tissue in the nasal cavity)

 We also add low intensity nasal 
resonances

 What is the primary cue WITHIN the 
nasal class?
The F2 transiton



Formant Transitions and 
Place of Articulation

 F2 transition 
distinguishes among 
the three plosive stops

 F2 transition 
distinguishes among 
the three nasals



The Perception of 
Suprasegmental Features

 STRESS and INTONATION serve as linguistic features
Important acoustic parameters are fundamental 

frequency, duration, and intensity
In English, stress is occasioned by all three
Intonation related principally to fundamental 

frequency
 Differences among word stress, sentence stress, 

emphatic stress, and intonational patterns to distinguish 
among statements, questions, and so forth will not be 
discussed



Theories of Speech 
Perception

 The obvious and general question is, 
“How do we perceive speech?”
How are acoustic features converted into 

phonemes and words?
Is the conversion a single-stage process?
Is there a two-stage process in which we convert 

to auditory percepts of loudness, pitch, and so 
forth, followed  by conversion into some linguistic 
sequence



2. Intelligibility Test
 Tests of Speech Intelligibility (“the Articulation Test” 

is archaic), the nature of the test and how it is 
administered differ in both content and form

 Content
Nonsense syllables
Word tests (monosyllabic, disyllabic, etc.)
Sentence tests
Connected discourse

 Form
Open message set (listener is not informed of  

alternative answers)
Closed message set (listener is informed of all 

possible alternative answers)



 Tests of speech intelligibility can be 
used for multiple purposes:

Evaluate human listeners
Evaluate transmission systems (e.g., 

telephones)
Evaluate speech processing devices or 

strategies (e.g., hearing aids)

Aims of Test



 Experiments have addressed questions such as  
1) importance of various acoustic features,  
2) importance of understanding auditory perception 
3) role of movement of vocal organs  
4) role of syntax and semantics, and so forth

 The experiments fall into different categories
Acoustic analysis of speech waves produced by 

talkers speaking normally -- Examples include:
Measurement of long-term spectrum of speech
Measurement of vowel formant frequencies



Eliminate or modify naturally produced speech and 
measure the effect on its intelligibility – Examples 
include:
Filtered speech
Masked speech
 Interrupted speech

Synthesize speech and, for example, manipulate one 
feature of a single phoneme, holding all other 
characteristics constant, and study effects on 
perception -- Examples include:
Vary VOT for a /b/ -- /p/ continuum to learn when perception 

changes from one phoneme to another
Vary F2 transition for a /b/ -- /d/ -- /g/ continuum to learn when 

perception changes from one phoneme to another



The Early Experiments: The 
1920’s Through the 1940’s

 Common observations
50% intelligibility corresponds to an intensity of about 30-35 dB SPL
 Intelligibility changes (increases or decreases) at a rate of about 6% 

per decibel for these monosyllabic words

 Individual phonemes vary in the intensity at which they become 
intelligible
What class of phonemes would you expect to be most 

intelligible at low intensities?
What class of phonemes would you expect to require the 

greatest intensity before becoming intelligible?



 The Effect(s) of Noise
What characteristics of the noise will help 

determine its effects on intelligibility?

 intensity
spectrum
 temporal pattern

The Early Experiments: The 
1920’s Through the 1940’s 

(Cont’d)



Experiments With Filtered 
Speech

 low-pass filter
500 Hz   --- about 7%
1000 Hz --- about 28%
2000 Hz --- about 68%
5000 Hz --- about 95%

 high-pass filter
500 Hz   --- about 95%
1000 Hz --- about 90%
2000 Hz --- about 68%
5000 Hz --- about  5%



 Design of telephone
 Design of speech processing systems
 Further understanding human hearing
 Have fun
 …

What is the relevance of 
experiments with filtered 

speech?



Experiments with Distorted 
Speech

 The figure illustrates one form of distortion to speech 
called PEAK CLIPPING



Experiments with Distorted 
Speech

 SPEECH QUALITY is altered drastically, 
but intelligibility may be preserved at 80-
90% --- Why?

 Another form of distortion is TEMPORAL 
INTERRUPTION, in which the speech 
stream is divided into segments, and 
alternate segments are discarded --
leaving gaps of silence between 
segments that remain



The 1950’s and Later

 In the 1950’s, engineers used electronic circuits to 
produce signals that were speech-like -- called SPEECH 
SYNTHESIZERS

 One such synthesizer, used extensively in experiments 
on speech perception, was the PATTERN-PLAYBACK 
SYNTHESIZER, which was essentially a sound 
spectrograph in reverse

 http://www.haskins.yale.edu/featured/patplay.html



Summary of the Early 
Experiments

 Speech is intelligible over a wide range of intensities
 Speech is intelligible in presence of reasonably intense 

masker
 Speech is intelligible if we preserve only part of the 

spectrum
 Speech is intelligible in the presence of reasonably 

severe distortion
 Thus, speech is a relatively impervious signal, and no 

one part of the waveform is indispensable



3. Theories of Speech 
Perception

Is there something special or unique about 
mechanisms for perception of speech that are 
different for perception of other acoustic signals, 
music for example?



A Motor Theory of Speech 
Perception

 The listener continuously articulates 
the incoming stream of speech and 
compares the “auditory result of their 
own articulation with the incoming 
auditory patterns.”

 In other words, speech is perceived 
in articulatory terms



The distinction between perceptual 
dimensions and physical dimensions

Physical dimensions: Any aspect of a physical stimulus that 
could be measured in a straightforward way with an 
instrument (e.g., a light meter, a sound level meter, a 
spectrum analyzer, a fundamental frequency meter, etc.)

Perceptual dimensions: These are the mental experiences
that occur inside the mind of the observer. These 
experiences are actively created by the sensory system and 
brain based on an analysis of the physical properties of the 
stimulus. Perceptual dimensions can be measured, but not 
with a meter, Measuring perceptual dimensions requires an 
observer (e.g., a listener).



Phonetic Boundary

Voice Onset Time (msec)

/ba/ /pa/

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Categorical Perception



Voice Onset Time (VOT)

VOT = Interval between articulatory release and onset of 
voicing.

voicing onset

release
voicing onset and 
release ~ simultaneous

VOT ~0 msec



VOT continuum 

•Synthetic speech tokens

•synthesis allows for variations that can not be produced 
naturally

•a gradual acoustic progression from /ta/ to /da/

•first token has a VOT of 60 ms (long VOT)

•last token has a VOT of 0 ms (voicing begins



Categorical 
Perception
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Categorical Perception

 What was originally claimed?
Non-speech sounds are perceived continuously, not 

categorically
Speech sounds are perceived categorically, not 

continuously (more so for plosive stops --- less so 
for vowels)

Therefore, there is something special about speech 
processing that is not applicable to perception of 
other acoustic signals



Categorical perception in the visual domain
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Americans
Japanese

Categorical Perception is affected by learning experience.



Effects of Language 
Experience

Hindi dental vs. retroflex stop

• high frequency energy in burst

• transitions falling into the vowel

• similar to English alveolar stop 
/d/

• burst has more central energy 
intensity

• flatter F3 and F4 transitions



Perceptual Magnet Effect







Perceptual Magnet Effect 
reflects learning 
experience.



Bimodal Speech Perception: 
The McGurck Effect

 Let’s do an experiment! 
 Close your eyes and listen to 

instructions.  



Sinewave Speech



Tone 1 Tones 1+2

Tone 2 Tones 1+3

Tone 3 Tones 1+2+3

Natural Speech

http://www.haskins.yale.edu/research/tonecombo.htm



Wrapping up
 Categorical perception shows the existence of 

phonetic boundaries.
 Perceptual magnet shows the role of prototypes in 

category assimilation.
 Perception of speech sounds is affected by language 

experience.
 Our auditory system pays attention to the acoustic 

cues that differentiate the sounds of our language(s)
 Spectrograms show all acoustic variation over time –

even that which we don’t perceive
variation that we have learned not to pay attention 

to may actually cue category distinctions in other 
languages



Perception of Speech

 Perception of speech is realized by acoustic 
information in combination with articulatory, 
linguistic, semantic, and circumstantial cues

 Perception likely is the result of a 
complicated interaction between incoming 
information and information that is stored





Chapter 10 Speech Synthesis
Chapter 11 Automatic Speech Recognition



Speech production

Speech analysis

Speech 
coding

Speech 
synthesis

Speech 
quality

assessment

Speech 
recognition

Speaker 
recognition

Speech 
enhancement

An Engineer’s Perspective
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History
 Long before modern electronic signal processing was 

invented, speech researchers tried to build machines 
to create human speech. Early examples of 'speaking 
heads' were made by Gerbert of Aurillac (d. 1003), 
Albertus Magnus (1198-1280), and Roger Bacon
(1214-1294). 

 In 1779, the Danish scientist Christian Kratzenstein, 
working at the time at the Russian Academy of 
Sciences, built models of the human vocal tract that 
could produce the five long vowel sounds (a, e, i, o 
and u). 



Kratzenstein's resonators



Engineering the vocal tract: 
Riesz 1937



Homer Dudley 1939 VODER

 Synthesizing speech by electrical means
 1939 World’s Fair 

•Manually controlled 
through complex 
keyboard
•Operator training 
was a problem



Cooper’s Pattern Playback

 Haskins Labs for investigating speech perception
 Works like an inverse of a spectrograph
 Light from a lamp goes through a rotating disk 

then through spectrogram into photovoltaic cells
 Thus amount of light that gets transmitted at each 

frequency band corresponds to amount of 
acoustic energy at that band



Cooper’s Pattern Playback



Modern TTS systems

 1960’s first full TTS: Umeda et al (1968)
 1970’s
Joe Olive 1977 concatenation of linear-prediction 

diphones
Speak and Spell

 1980’s
1979 MIT MITalk (Allen, Hunnicut, Klatt)

 1990’s-present
Diphone synthesis
Unit selection synthesis



Types of Modern Synthesis

 Articulatory Synthesis:
Model movements of articulators and acoustics of 

vocal tract
 Formant Synthesis:
Start with acoustics, create rules/filters to create 

each formant
 Concatenative Synthesis:
Use databases of stored speech to assemble new 

utterances.



Articulatory Synthesis



Articulatory Synthesis



Articulatory Synthesis

aiueo
MPEG 1850KB

sasisuseso
MPEG 2490KB

Human Vocal Mimicry
"hassei"

MPEG 2167KB



TTS Architecture

 The three types of TTS
Concatenative
Formant
Articulatory

 Only cover the segments+f0+duration to 
waveform part.

 A full system needs to go all the way 
from random text to sound.



TTS Architecture

Phonetic Analysis
Dictionary Lookup
Grapheme-to-Phoneme (LTS)

Text Analysis
Text Normalization
Part-of-Speech tagging
Homonym Disambiguation

Prosodic Analysis
Boundary placement
Pitch accent assignment
Duration computation

Waveform synthesis

Text in

Speech out



Dictionaries aren’t always sufficient

 Unknown words
Seem to be linear with number of words in unseen text
Mostly person, company, product names
But also foreign words, etc.

 So commercial systems have 3-part system:
Big dictionary
Special code for handling names
Machine learned LTS system for other unknown words
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Speech Recognition
 Fundamentally speaking, how human auditory system works still 

largely remains as a mystery
 Existing approaches 

Template matching with dynamic time warping (DTW)
Stochastic recognition with Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

 State-of-the-art
Small vocabularies (<100 words)
Large vocabularies (>10000) but spoken in isolation
Large and continuous but constrained to a certain task domain 

(e.g., only work for office correspondence at a particular company)



Known Dimensions of 
Difficulty

 Speaker-dependent or speaker independent
 Size of vocabulary
 Discrete vs. continuous
 The extent of ambiguity and acoustic confusability 

(e.g., “know” vs. “no”)
 Quiet vs. noisy environment
 Linguistic constraints and knowledge
 Example: Wreck a nice beach. 



Vocabulary Size 
 Rule of thumb
Small: 1-99 words (e.g., credit card and telephone 

number)
Medium: 100-999 words (experimental lab systems 

for continuous recognition)
Large: >1000 words (commercial products such as 

office correspondence and document retrieval) 
 Relevant to linguistic constraints
Those constraints (e.g., grammar) helps reduce the 

search space when vocabulary size increases 



Speaker Dependency

 Speaker dependent recognition
It requires retraining when the system is used by a 

new user 
 Speaker independent recognition
Trained for multiple users and used by the same 

population
Trained for some user but might be used by others 

(outside the training population)



Isolated vs. Continuous 

 Isolated Word Recognition (IWR)
Discrete utterance of each word (minimum pause of 200ms is 

required)
 Continuous Speech Recognition (CSR)

User utters the message in a relatively (or completely) 
unconstrained manner

Challenges
Deal with unknown temporal boundaries 
Handle cross-word coarticulation effects and sloppy 

articulation (e.g., St. Louis Zoo vs. San Diego Zoo)



Linguistic Constraints

 Closely related to natural language processing
 What are they?

Grammatical constraints, lexical constraints, syntactic 
constraints

 Examples
Colorless paper packages crackle loudly
Colorless yellow ideas sleep furiously (grammatically correct, 

semantically incorrect)
Sleep roses dangerously young colorless ((grammatically 

incorrect)
Begn burea sferewrtet aweqwrq (lexically incorrect)



Acoustic Ambiguity and 
Confusability

 Ambiguity
Acoustically ambiguous words are 

indistinguishable in their spoken renditions
Examples: “Know” vs. “No”, “Two” vs. “Too”

 Confusability
Refers to the extent to which words can be easily 

confused due to partial acoustic similarity
Examples: “one” vs. “nine”, “B” vs. “D”



Environmental Noise 

 Background noise
Other speakers, equipment sounds, air 

conditioners, construction noise etc.
 Speaker’s own action
Lip smacks, breath noises, coughs, sneezes

 Communication noise
Channel errors, quantization noise

 Unusual form of noise
Deep-sea divers breathing hybrid of helium and 

oxygen  



Sources of verification errors
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